Optimized growth of lattice-matched $\text{In}_x\text{Al}_{1-x}\text{N}/\text{GaN}$ heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy
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The authors present a systematic study on the growth of the ternary compound In$_x$Al$_{1-x}$N by molecular beam epitaxy. This work concentrates on In mole fractions $x$ around 0.17, as this composition is in-plane lattice matched to GaN. At a growth temperature of 540 °C, high quality material was obtained using a total metal to nitrogen flux ratio of $\sim 1$. Using these growth parameters, high quality GaN/InAlN superlattices were obtained without growth interruptions.


A fundamental problem for the growth of group III-nitride heterostructures is the lattice constant mismatch between the binary compounds GaN, AlN, and InN. This mismatch in multilayered structures results in strain, and potentially crack formation, that deteriorates the performance of devices. Recent interest has focused on the ternary compound In$_x$Al$_{1-x}$N, which is in-plane lattice matched to GaN for $x = 0.17$. To date, state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices utilizing lattice-matched InAlN/GaN multilayers are realized by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) exclusively. There have been a few reports of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of InAlN bulk layers and InAlN/GaN single heterojunctions for high power electronic applications. The development of MBE grown lattice-matched multilayers offers the potential for novel optoelectronic devices as well as the investigation of interesting physical phenomena such as strong light-matter coupling and solid state Bose-Einstein condensation.

In this work we show that high quality, lattice-matched, InAlN/GaN multilayers can be obtained using MBE. It is found that below a growth temperature of 550 °C indium can be reproducibly incorporated at mole fractions between 0.1 and 0.2. Optimizing the growth conditions involves regulating the Al to In flux ratio for a given nitrogen flux such that the growth occurs near stoichiometric conditions (i.e., the ratio between the total metal flux and the flux of the active nitrogen is 1). Our experimental results demonstrate that InAlN/GaN multilayers can be fabricated by MBE in an uninterrupted growth run, yielding high structural quality and sharp interfaces as confirmed by high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD).

The samples are grown by plasma assisted MBE on thick $c$-axis oriented 2 in. GaN templates prepared by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE). Active nitrogen was supplied by a radio-frequency plasma source with power set to 400 W and a nitrogen flow rate set to 0.50 SCCM (SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP). In this work a constant In beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of 1.3 × $10^{-8}$ Torr was used. The growth temperature was set to 540 °C, as measured with optical pyrometry. A growth temperature below 550 °C had to be used to incorporate an appreciable amount of In. The structural quality of the samples was determined by HRXRD scans around the (0002) Bragg condition of GaN in $\omega$-$2\theta$ geometry using the Cu $K\alpha$ line ($\lambda = 1.5406 \text{ Å}$) and by rocking curve scans. The indexing of the hexagonal lattice follows the notation $(h\overline{k}l)_{2}^\parallel$.

Having established the growth temperature and In beam flux necessary to incorporate In into the lattice, the Al BEP has been varied between 0.5 and $4.5 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr. In our study, the crystal quality was found to be strongly dependent on the Al to In flux ratio. For low Al BEPs, the surface of the sample was covered with excess In, and the reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) pattern during growth was dim. As we increased the Al flux the crystal quality improved dramatically. The growth rate also increased, indicating that the growth was limited by the Al supply. Optimal growth conditions were observed at an Al beam BEP of $2.8 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr, represented by bright streaky RHEED pattern during the growth (indicative of smooth two-dimensional growth), no excess metal on the sample surface, and the smallest full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 190 arc sec extracted from the $\omega$-$2\theta$ scan (Fig. 1). The sample surface is smooth when inspected under an optical microscope with $80\times$ magnification in the Normarski contrast mode. The FWHM of the InAlN peaks extracted from the (0002) HRXRD scans $\Delta(\omega - 2\theta)$ and the rocking curves $\Delta(\omega)$ are summarized in Fig. 2. For the highest Al BEP of $4.5 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr, the RHEED pattern became very spotty after few minutes of deposition, indicating the onset of three-dimensional growth. In addition, the sample surface was covered with excess aluminum and the FWHM of the InAlN (0002) and rocking curve scans become wider again, indicating deterioration of the material quality. The rocking curve FWHM values for the substrate and the InAlN peaks are similar, suggesting that the quality of the substrate material limits the InAlN structural quality. The numbers presented with the data points in Fig. 2 denote the In mole fraction in each sample. The In mole fraction varies insignificantly over the entire wafer and can be extracted with an absolute certainty of 0.01. The HRXRD spectrum displayed in Fig. 1 shows the entire $\theta$ range from 15.5° to 18.5°, no peaks are identified except those corresponding to GaN and InAlN. We do not observe metal segregation or phase separation in the
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x-ray data. Thin film interference in the $\omega$-2$\theta$ scans is observed for samples with the lowest FWHM values, allowing the extraction of the InAlN top layer thicknesses. The resulting growth rates are given in Fig. 2. Under optimal growth conditions a growth rate of 130 nm/h is obtained.

To acquire information about the degree of in-plane lattice mismatch, reciprocal lattice scans were carried out around the asymmetric GaN (10$\overline{1}5$) reflex. For the sample discussed in Fig. 1, the reciprocal lattice mapping is shown in Fig. 3. The number $h$ represents the in-plane lattice vector. Indeed, the lattice mismatch between the GaN substrate and the 100 nm thick InAlN is smaller than 0.1%. Furthermore, no reflections other than those corresponding to GaN and InAlN can be identified, further indicating that we have grown homogeneous material without phase separation.

For a further evaluation of the structural properties of heterostructures, short period superlattices were grown. These structures allow us to assess the quality of the InAlN/GaN interfaces as a prelude to more complex optical structures including distributed Bragg reflectors and microcavities. For the growth of a ten period GaN/In$_{0.15}$Al$_{0.85}$N superlattice the optimized growth conditions described above were used. Unlike MOVPE growth all layers are grown at a single substrate temperature and no growth interruptions are used. The XRD scan is presented in Fig. 4. Sharp, intense, satellite peaks are visible, as well as interface fringes, indicative of the sample’s high crystalline quality and abrupt interfaces. This result points out the possibility of growing GaN/InAlN heterostructures
without changing the growth conditions for the different layers. The simulated spectrum in Fig. 4 is based on the dynamical scattering theory using a commercial simulator.\(^{11}\)

In conclusion, we demonstrate the MBE growth of In\(_{x}\)Al\(_{1-x}\)N around the In mole fraction \(x=0.17\), where the InAlN is in-plane latticed matched to GaN. At a metal to nitrogen flux ratio close to 1, the smallest values of the FWHM for both rocking curve and \(\omega-2\theta\) scans are obtained. Short period GaN/InAlN superlattices show out to fifth order satellite peaks and exhibit clear interface interferences in \(\omega-2\theta\) scans, confirming the high interface quality inside the heterostructure.
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